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Las Vegas, NV, 89169 
 

President Wynn, 

Assembly Bill 469 Sec. 43 required the Department of Education to assess the equity of using 
the average unit cost for budgeting salaries and benefits of staff of the local school precincts in 
Clark County School District. Based upon the assessment, the law requires the Department to 
make recommendations to the State Board of Education and the Nevada Legislature regarding 
whether to use the average unit cost or to budget for such expenditures in another manner.  

The premise of the reorganization is for Clark County School District to fundamentally transition 
and restructure from a centralized operational model to a more decentralized and autonomous 
site-based operational model. If school principals are allocated funds that are aligned to the needs 
of their unique student population and given the authority to use those funds to support an 
academic program best suited for the school's students, then each student will get what they need 
to be college, career and community ready. Given this orientation, the recommendations in the 
report are designed to seek direction from principals, teachers, and SOT members. 

I will keep you apprised of progress and action that may be requested. My gratitude is extended 
to the following for their assistance in the report: Michael Vannozzi of TSC2, Justin Gardner, 
Ph.D. of Innovate Research and Analysis, and Clark County School District. 

 

Sincerely, 

 
STEVE CANAVERO, Ph.D.  
Superintendent of Public Instruction 

Cc: State Board of Education 
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Executive Summary 
Assembly Bill 469 (A.B. 469) in the 2017 session required large school districts, namely the Clark 
County School District (CCSD), to fundamentally transition and restructure from a centralized 
operational model to a more decentralized and autonomous site-based operational model. If school 
principals are allocated funds that are aligned to the needs of their unique student population and 
given the authority to use those funds to support an academic program best suited for the school's 
students, then each student will get what they need to be college, career and community ready. 
 
The subject of this assessment is how financial resources are allocated or distributed to local school 
precincts (i.e., schools) within the CCSD rather than the amount of funding available to the CCSD. 
This is an important distinction because if CCSD policy, practice, and budgeting models are not 
designed to achieve funding equity among schools then additions/reductions to overall funding 
available to the CCSD only accelerate funding disparities unless manual adjustments are applied. 
This distinction is analogous to the ongoing discussion at the state regarding how (i.e., the Equity 
Allocation Model) available funding is distributed to districts. A suggestion that more funding alone 
will solve for the findings contained herein is overly simplistic at both the state and district level. 
 
The findings within this report could apply to the vast majority of large school districts across this 
country. Many factors contribute to school level expenditures including the distribution of 
experienced or new teachers. CCSD will join a few districts across the country actively engaged in 
addressing funding equity to increase student outcomes. Indeed, the conversation in Nevada and 
across the country will elevate to new levels in the coming year due to the prevailing federal law (i.e., 
Every Student Succeeds Act) now requiring districts to publicly report school level expenditures from 
the SY2018-19. CCSD’s present budgeting practice is an accumulation of years of big and small 
decisions. This report identifies a starting line to work toward funding equity that provides principals 
with the resources to exercise their authority under A.B. 469 to meet the needs of their students.   
 
The Department and CCSD cannot go back in time to solve inequitable funding decisions made in 
previous years but the Department and CCSD can, and in fact are obligated, to build a system now 
that will ensure equitable education opportunities for all CCSD students moving forward. 

Equity of using Average Unit Cost for Budgeting at Local School Precincts  
 
A.B. 469 requires the Nevada Department of Education (the Department) to perform certain tasks. 
Section A.B. 469 §43 reads as follows with an overview of the findings below:  
 

1. On or before July 1, 2018, the Department of Education shall assess the equity of using the 
average unit cost for budgeting for the local school precincts and its financial impact on 
local school precincts.  

a. Response: This assessment sought to answer a number of questions, informed by 
§43 of A.B. 469. Those questions, and their answers, can be found in the next pages 
of this Executive Summary and the full report. 
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2. Based upon the assessment made pursuant to subsection 1, the Department shall make a 
recommendation to the State Board of Education and the Nevada Legislature regarding 
whether to continue to use the average unit cost for budgeting for salaries and benefits of 
staff of the local school precincts or whether to budget for such expenditures in another 
manner.  

a. Response: As the results of this assessment demonstrate, the present budgeting and 
distribution system does not achieve within-district funding equity: schools with 
similar students may not generate equivalent funding because the funding is driven 
by a staffing model. The average unit cost is one of a number of factors that operate 
within the local school precinct budget allocation/distribution system at CCSD; others 
are addressed in the Joint Implementation Plan. A fuller view of the present challenge 
informed the Department’s recommendation for the design of a new model based on 
a clear set of principles related to equity and the reorganization, as well as a plan to 
transition from the “old” to the “new”. See recommendations below.  
 

3. If the Department recommends that local school precincts budget in another manner, the 
Department must submit any proposed legislation that is necessary to carry out the 
recommendation to the next session of the Nevada Legislature. 

a. Response: The Department’s recommendations will come through a CCSD Funding 
Equity Working Group that is composed of principals, teachers, and SOT members. 

 
Parameters of the Assessment 
The Department, with the assistance of the legislative consultants, conducted this assessment from 
May to June of 2018. Central to the assessment is the definition of equity, which was taken from 
Ronald Ferguson’s work Toward Excellence with Equity: An Emerging Vision for Closing the 
Achievement Gap. Pursuant to Ferguson’s definition and guided by the language in Assembly Bill 
469, the Department defined equity for this study as the allocation of funding and resources that are 
equally distributed for the same conditions (i.e., horizontal equity) and accounts for need based 
populations, specifically Free and Reduced Lunch (FRL) and Limited English Proficiency (LEP) 
students (i.e., vertical equity). 
 
In response to a request from the Department, CCSD provided vast amounts of data to inform this 
assessment. This data came from multiple data systems that did not communicate with each other, 
and the integration of the data was a major task. Because of changes in budgeting policy at the 
district, partially as a result of the passage of A.B. 469, only one year of complete data was available.  

Overview of Findings 
 
How did CCSD construct local school precinct budgets for schools?  
CCSD used an allocation model contained within the Comprehensive Annual Budget Report (CABR) 
to construct individualized school budgets for 318 schools in FY2017. The CABR method employed a 
measure of average salary units to assist in allocating authorized staff positions to schools. Schools 
were then afforded the opportunity to purchase staff positions at the median salary unit rate.  
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o CCSD did not allocate actual money to schools in FY2017 – rather it allocated a number of 
authorized staff positions to schools and schools were allowed some flexibility in the number 
of staff it employed.  

o Actual budgeted staff positions differed significantly from the CABR model, so much so that if 
the CABR model were implemented with fidelity, the school district would experience a 
significant deficit.  

 
How equitable is CCSD’s current local school precinct budget allocation model?  
Based on the data collected through this assessment CCSD’s current local school precinct budget 
allocation model is fundamentally not equitable (vertically or horizontally).  
 

o CCSD’s current practice provides additional funding for certain school characteristics (rural 
schools, magnet schools, 1-and-2-star elementary schools) while providing no additional 
funding for others (poverty, limited English proficiency) 

o CCSD’s current practice results in the under budgeting of elementary schools relative to 
middle schools and high schools.  

o CCSD’s current practice results in wide funding disparities between similar schools across 
the district. 
 

CABR staffing allocation model results in inequity because it is designed from a district-level 
perspective through a “law of averages” approach that is incapable of accounting for diversity at the 
regional (performance zone and zip code) and school levels and as a result inherently leads to 
disparity in funding. Figure 1 illustrates a linear relationship between the CABR’s staff allocation 
model and the reported total of each Strategic Budget at the local school precinct level. From this 
perspective, the CABR staff allocation model seems relatively equitable, but a deeper analysis 
revealed inequities when actual expenditures were compared to student characteristics. 
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CCSD also engages in a practice of requiring schools to purchase staff at an average salary unit 
price. This creates even greater inequities between schools because school-level staff is paid at 
vastly different rates. The FY2017 salary schedule for licensed staff, published in the CABR, 
indicates that salaries for licensed staff members range from $40,900 to $90,877 – meaning that 
one staff member could conceivably receive 222% more annual pay than another. CCSD’s practice 
had meant that schools that hired lower-cost personnel realized no savings, and schools that hired 
higher-cost personnel were not penalized for a budget overage. This finding is consistent with work 
outlined in the Joint Implementation Plan.  
 
How equitable are actual local school precinct expenditures on instruction? 
An analysis of actual expenditures shows a clear inequity in spending between different types of 
schools: 
 

o Actual expenditures on instructional staff were higher in schools with lower incidences of FRL 
and LEP students.  

o Actual expenditures on instruction at elementary schools are the most equitable, but there is 
a clear negative trend on spending as poverty and LEP populations increase.  

o Actual expenditures on instruction at middle schools and high schools show a clear trend 
toward the negative as poverty and LEP populations increase.  

o Inequity in LEP populations is exacerbated by magnet and CTE programs, as these programs 
are more expensive and generally do not serve high populations of LEP students  

 
These findings would appear to support the notion that the District’s budget and expenditure 
practices at the school level are not designed to achieve equity. As the following sections will show, 
the main driver in this inequity is the distribution of higher salaried, more experienced personnel 
between schools with higher or lower FRL and LEP populations.  
 
How do instructional staff vacancies affect the equity of actual expenditures on 
instruction at local school precincts, and how have local school precincts addressed 
those vacancies?  
CCSD’s budgeting practice in FY2017 did not incorporate vacancies. Neither did it adequately 
estimate costs at full employment levels. The difference between the calculated strategic budget 
(i.e., a fully staffed strategic budget) and actual strategic budget data is nearly $85.8M with a known 
difference of 1,570 positions. Schools addressed these vacancies by spending approximately 
$13.98M in additional staffing at 251 of 318 included schools, in the form of substitutes and prep 
buyouts.  
 
CCSD provided a document to the Department that identified 369 school level vacancies for 
FY2017. 351 of those vacancies were classroom positions and 18 were non-classroom positions. 
The data provided was not sufficient to reconcile the reported vacancies with the 1,570 “NULL” 
values provided in the expenditure data, so the Department cannot make an accurate assessment 
on how equity was affected by vacancies at local school precincts. 
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How does instructional staff member length of service affect the equity of actual 
local school precinct expenditures on instruction?  
This assessment comes with a caveat: some experienced personnel who held school district jobs 
outside of CCSD were able to come into CCSD at a higher salary level than would be reflected in this 
data. The prevalence of this phenomenon is unknowable from the data provided, but district 
personnel have advised us that the impact of this phenomenon is small. That being said, the 
following data points were found:  
 

o As the percentage of FRL and LEP increases in schools, the average experience level of staff 
members decreases markedly. (Fig. 41)  

o Average experience in elementary schools is approximately 1.5 years shorter than average 
experience in middle schools.  

o Average experience in elementary schools is approximately 0.5 years shorter than average 
experience in high schools.  

o A sampling of elementary schools of similar sizes revealed that many elementary schools 
spend far less than they would be expected to spend given the CABR allocation. 

o A sampling of similarly sized middle schools and high schools revealed that many of these 
schools spend far more than they would be expected to spend given the calculated CABR 
staff allocation model.  

 
Because CCSD pays staff based partially on their experience, the evaluators can infer that budget 
disparities are partially influenced by the experience level of school staff.  
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How would the equity of instructional staffing allocation change if CCSD: 
• Budgeted available resources to local school precincts on a 1-to-1 per-pupil 

basis? 
• Budgeted available resources to local school precincts on a weighted per-

pupil basis where local school precincts would be allocated a maximum of a 
1.5 weight for students who have limited English proficiency (LEPs) and 
students who qualify for free or reduced-price lunch (FRLs)? 

The simple transition to a per-pupil model or a weighted per-pupil model using existing resources 
would be very disruptive to many schools because it would shift resources to high need schools at 
the expense of other schools – but it would result in greater equity between schools.  

o Many schools, especially at the elementary level, would realize substantial gains under a per-
pupil model at the expense of rural, Prime 6, magnet, and CTE schools. 

o Several rural and magnet schools would likely be unable to function if a per-pupil or weighted 
funding formula using existing resources were instituted overnight. 

o The CABR model, implemented the way that CCSD currently implements it, ensures that 
rural, Prime 6, magnet, and certain schools get more resources than they would otherwise be 
entitled under a more linear and equitable model.  

A more detailed analysis on this matter is included within the report.  
 
Other findings of note. 
This assessment was a difficult task due to the quality of CCSD budget, expenditure, and human 
resources data. Data integration was a major task. Each dataset came from a different system and 
each of these systems was not designed to “speak” to each other. The data received from CCSD was 
fragmented and coded differently. More formalized and robust data infrastructure design 
parameters, data entry and tracking procedures, and automated reporting processes will improve 
not only data integrity, but also increase data-derived decision-making opportunities. It must also be 
noted that this analysis was based upon only one year of data. A more robust analysis would need 3-
5 years of data (which was originally requested) to conduct additional analyses to assess these initial 
conclusions through more statistically sophisticated modeling. The goal of additional analyses is to 
develop more statistically sophisticated models that could yield statistically significant conclusions. 
Such conclusions could then be developed into an equity evaluation model an applied as a baseline 
for assessing statistically significant changes in district-wide, regional (performance zone and zip 
code), and school funding equity over time.   

Recommendations 
 
Based upon this assessment and the 18 months of work completed by the consultants and the 
Department on the school district reorganization required by A.B. 469, the following 
recommendations are made:  
 

1) The Legislative Committee on Education considers a bill draft request to include technical 
edits to the law. In addition to the technical edits there may be more substantive changes 
proposed by the working group contemplated in recommendation #2.  
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2) By August 1, 2018 amend the Joint Implementation Plan to include a plan to design, 
develop, and implement a per-pupil funding model that, over time, achieves horizontal and 
vertical equity within CCSD. The process must include, at a minimum, the following: 

a. A Funding Equity Working Group (Group) composed of principals, teachers, and SOT 
community members to advise the district’s development of the funding model. 

i. Principals must represent a majority of the working group. 
ii. Superintendent Jara will select members of the Group. 

b. A clear and transparent fact base, upon which to develop solutions and aid in 
communication with the broader community. 

c. A timeline with benchmarks to measure progress. 
i. Please note: The report makes clear that an immediate move to a per-pupil 

budgeting model would result in positive budgetary outcomes for some 
schools at the expense of others. Care should be taken in transition to a 
more equitable per-pupil model while preserving the necessary funding at 
schools to realize their academic mission.  

d. Recommendations to implement the per-pupil funding model that include: 
i. The fiscal implications and a transition from “old” to “new”  
ii. Comprehensive talent management and/or incentives 

 
3) Data systems and integration. As CCSD moves to a new human capital management system 

(HCMS), a third party could assist and oversee how these data are integrated to ensure the 
system infrastructure is designed to support cleaner data across the strategic budget, 
teacher vacancy, expenditures independent and collective life-cycles. 
 

4) The State should conduct this assessment on a biannual basis with a report, presentation, 
and data derived recommendations to the Legislature.  
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Assessment of Equity of using Average Unit Cost for 
Budgeting at Local School Precincts  
 
Assembly Bill 469 (A.B. 469) in the 2017 session required large school districts, namely the Clark County School District (CCSD), 
to fundamentally change its financial allocation methods. Whereas previously CCSD was allowed to operate using a centralized 
budgeting model, A.B. 469 required the District to move toward a decentralized school-centered model where each “local school 
precinct” would have its own budget and localized supervisory authority.  
 
A year after the passage of A.B. 469, with the assistance of the legislative consultants and the Nevada Department of Education 
(NDE), CCSD has implemented most aspects of the law. Ongoing implementation of A.B. 469 is now subject to the terms of a 
Joint Implementation Plan, requested by Superintendent of Public Instruction Steve Canavero under §32 of A.B. 469, developed 
by CCSD and other stakeholders, and approved by NDE.  
 
A.B. 469 §43 reads as follows:  
 

4. On or before July 1, 2018, the Department of Education shall assess the equity of using the average unit cost for 
budgeting for the local school precincts and its financial impact on local school precincts.  

5. Based upon the assessment made pursuant to subsection 1, the Department shall make a recommendation to the 
State Board of Education and the Nevada Legislature regarding whether to continue to use the average unit cost for 
budgeting for salaries and benefits of staff of the local school precincts or whether to budget for such expenditures in 
another manner.  

6. If the Department recommends that local school precincts budget in another manner, the Department must submit any 
proposed legislation that is necessary to carry out the recommendation to the next session of the Nevada Legislature. 
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This document is intended to satisfy the statutory requirements laid out in A.B. 469 § 43.1 and § 43.2. After a description of the 
parameters of the assessment, the following questions will be answered:  
 

1) How has CCSD constructed local school precinct budgets for schools?  
2) How equitable is CCSD’s current local school precinct budget allocation model?  
3) How equitable are actual local school precinct expenditures on instruction? 
4) How do instructional staff vacancies affect the equity of actual expenditures on instruction at local school precincts, and 

how have local school precincts addressed those vacancies?  
5) How does instructional staff member length of service affect the equity of actual local school precinct expenditures on 

instruction?  
6) How would the equity of instructional staffing allocation change if CCSD: 

a) Budgeted available resources to local school precincts on a 1-to-1 per-pupil basis? 
b) Budgeted available resources to local school precincts on a weighted per-pupil basis where local school precincts 

would be allocated a maximum of a 1.5 weight for students with Limited English Proficiency (LEPs) and students 
who qualify for free or reduced-price lunch (FRLs)? 

 
Following these sections, this report lays out the major conclusions of this assessment and provides recommendations to the 
legislature and the State Board of Education (SBOE) on actions it may take to help promote equity in local school precinct 
budgeting. 
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Parameters of the Assessment  
 
NDE, with the assistance of the legislative consultants, conducted this assessment from May to June of 2018. Central to the 
assessment is the definition of equity.  
 
Ronald Ferguson articulated a clear, concise vision for equity in his 2007 work, Toward Excellence with Equity: An Emerging 
Vision for Closing the Achievement Gap. Ferguson postulated, “The key conception of equity is that group-level identities should 
be worthless as predictors of achievement” (2007). Pursuant to Ferguson’s vision and guided by the language in A.B. 469, the 
evaluators defined an “equitable allocation” as one that defined equity for this study as the allocation of funding and resources that 
are equally distributed for the same conditions (i.e., horizontal equity) and accounts for need based populations, specifically FRLs and 
LEPs. Both FRLs and LEPs are found at higher rates among minority populations; therefore, an “equitable allocation” of funding 
and resources not only supports equal opportunity for need-based students, but also historically underserved racial and ethnic 
minority populations (i.e., vertical equity). Under this operationalized definition of equity, the evaluators have aligned our 
analysis to Ferguson’s vision to reduce the impact of “group-level identifies” as “predictors of achievement” through funding 
innovation. 
 
In response to a request from the Department, CCSD provided a substantial amount of data to inform the assessment. Because 
of changes in budgeting policy at the district, partially as a result of the passage of A.B. 469, only one year of complete data was 
available. The datasets provided as part of this project include: 
 

• Strategic Budget 2016-17, which included the FY2017 budgets for school-based staff, “additional staff,” services & 
supplies 

• FY 2017 Actual Expenditures related to the General Fund, the Class Size Reduction (CSR) Fund and the Full-Day 
Kindergarten (FDK) Grant 

• 2016-17 Validation Day Enrollment and Demographic Summary (of students), which included general enrollment totals 
and enrollment by race/ethnicity and target populations (FRL, IEP [special education], LEP, etc.)  

• A vacancy tracking data file from October 2016 which included an accounting of classroom and non-classroom 
vacancies, and several tabs of modified, or pivot-tabled, data, and  
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• A data file from April 2017 which enumerated teacher funding by location  
• A data coding file that identified the funds that paid for salaries  

 
This data was combined from other publicly available data sets, including Nevada School Performance Framework (NSPF) 
ratings and demographic information of schools. Though there was a substantial amount of data provided, the data did not 
completely describe budgeting and expenditure practices at all schools. According to the data provided, CCSD created local 
school precinct-level budgets for only 318 of its 356 schools. The balance of CCSD’s schools were funded by the central office. 
Schools operated using funds managed by the central office included:1 
 

• Schools where the entire student population consisted of special education students  
• Alternative & behavior schools  
• Adult education programs  

 
Special education schools operate using restricted funds, pursuant to § 18.1 of A.B. 469, and those restricted funds are 
managed by the central office. CCSD opted not to create local school precinct-level budgets for alternative, behavior, and adult 
education programs because student populations at these schools tend to expand and contract drastically during the school 
year; thus, CCSD appeared to believe it was more appropriate, from a management and fiscal perspective, to budget and 
expend resources for these programs centrally. Because of the limitations on data provided, this assessment also excludes any 
expenditures related to CCSD’s Special Education fund. This assessment instead focused on the equity of distribution of 
resources related to instructional staffing, which includes2 all licensed teachers, librarians, counselors, administrators, and 
support staff (to a limited degree).  

                                                
1 The data presented throughout this report is based on the existence of a Strategic Budget at the school-level, which was completed at 318 of the 
356 CCSD schools. Some of the data provided by CCSD, such as data related to Teacher Location Funding and Expenditures have some of 
these specialized data was included if allocated or spent at the 318 schools included in this analysis. For example, special education is included in 
Teacher Location Funding data and various behavioral staff salaries (counselors, psychologists, speech therapist, etc. along with special 
education teachers) are included in the Expenditures. There was no clear means to extract those salaries or expended costs from the 
Expenditures data under the time and budget restrictions of this project. 
2 This is assessment of equity is being conducted specifically related to the Strategic Budget data for the 318 identified schools. Current data 
systems used by CCSD do not enable data integration to compare Strategic Budget and Expenditure data. Expenditures are not collected, 
warehoused, tracked or reported in the same format as the Strategic Budget. However, the conducted analysis incorporated and integrated as 
much of the various data provided by CCSD as possible to assess equity from a Strategic Budget and Expenditures perspective.  
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How did CCSD Construct FY2017 Budgets for Local School 
Precincts? 
 
CCSD constructed its local school precinct-level budgets in FY2017 using the Comprehensive Annual Budget Report (CABR). The 
CABR, published annually on the CCSD website, includes a list of student-to staff-member ratios that inform all budgeted 
expenditures district wide. To form local school precinct-level budgets, called “strategic budgets” in district parlance, CCSD 
applies staffing ratios contained within the CABR to student populations at schools and allocates schools a number of positions 
that they can fill using qualified staff members in the hiring pool. In this way, CCSD does not allocate actual “money” to schools; 
rather, CCSD gives schools the authorization to purchase a number of staff members to fulfill the needs of the school. Schools 
are then able to purchase staff members at a price based upon the costs of median salaries and benefits for the class of staff 
member.  
 
CCSD utilized a median salary by position method for calculating strategic budgets at the school level, which for licensed 
teachers was $80,999 in 2016-17 (mean salary was $80,804.49). Included in the Strategic Budget data was an actual cost for 
each budgeted position (including licensed teachers, administrators, and support staff). Utilizing the actual cost of budgeted 
positions, the Consultants calculated a median salary for licensed teachers of $74,926.97, which included 1,570 less overall 
records (including 974 licensed teachers, 54 administrators, and 542 support staff) as a result of “NULL” values, used in lieu of 
named school staff.  
 
For FY2017, the difference between the calculated strategic budget and actual strategic budget data was nearly $85.8M with a 
known difference of 1,570 positions. It cannot be determined, given the data provided, whether these 1,570 positions were 
filled or not.  
 

• If calculated strategic budget average median salaries for licensed teachers ($80,804.49), support staff ($33,575.35), 
and administrators ($102,358.50) was applied to these 1,570 “NULL” values the difference between the calculated 
strategic budget (less 1570 staff) and calculated fully staffed calculated strategic budget (using actual data for named 
teachers and average medians for “NULL” values) was an estimated -$16.75M. This indicates a potential issue with 
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budgeting using median salary by position type with a shortage of nearly $16.75M in the strategic budget calculation at 
fully staffed level. 

• If in lieu of the strategic budget position type (licensed teachers, administrators, and support, staff) median salary by 
position type, the District applied the average actual salary for each position type ($74,926.97 for licensed teachers, 
$27,663.85 for support staff, and $114,230.42 for administrators), the difference between calculated strategic budget 
(less 1570 staff) and calculated fully staffed actual strategic budget (using actual data for named people and average 
actual salaries for “NULL” values) was an estimated -$8.3M. This further indicates the potential issue with budgeting 
using median salary by position type of with a shortage of nearly $8.3M in the strategic budget calculation at fully staffed 
level. 

 
In forming 318 strategic budgets in FY2017, CCSD was attempting to comply with various provisions in A.B. 469 that called for 
site-based budget and decision-making. Though A.B. 469 §19.1 required schools to be funded on “a per-pupil basis” and §24 
required each local school budget to be “based upon the average unit cost for each type of employee of the local school 
precinct and the actual cost for the procurement of equipment, services and supplies and for any other item included in the 
budget,” CCSD persisted in using its same staff allocation model to fund schools in FY2017. This issue has been identified in 
several letters between CCSD and the Department, and a commitment to address this issue was included in the Joint 
Implementation Plan (JIP).  
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How Equitable is the CABR Staff Allocation Model?  
 
The CABR staff allocation model treats all staff members as an average salary cost unit, and it bolsters staffing at certain types 
of schools: 
 

• Magnet schools 
• Select schools 
• Career and Technical Education schools 
• 1-star and 2-star elementary schools  

 
The CABR staff allocation model, using the calculated strategic budget by way of median salary or average median salary and 
percentage of FTE (where appropriate for less than FTE staff) at the position type level ($80,999 median or $80,409.49 
average median salary for licensed teachers, $102,358.50 average median salary for administrators, and $33,575.35 average 
median salary for support staff including all FTE and percentage of FTE support staff), is linear as seen in the total budget staff 
(Figure 1) and specifically in the budgeted licensed staff (Figure 2).  
  

 
Figure 1 illustrates a linear 

relationship between the CABR’s 
staff allocation model and the 

reported total of each Strategic 
Budget at the local school precinct 

level. Slight deviations between 
expected number of staff positions 

and actually budgeted staff positions 
are due to policy decisions made at 

the district level (for example – 
making sure that rural schools have 

an adequate number of staff to 
serve smaller student populations).  
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The actual cost of budgeted licensed staff indicates a deviation from the linear relationship of the calculated strategic budget as 
shown in Figure 3.  Based on the data, the evaluators can begin to hypothesize why there is a deviation from the linear 
relationship of calculated strategic budget and actual cost of budgeted licensed staff.  
 
As mentioned before, CCSD allocates strategic budget based upon the median salary by position. CCSD followed a separate 
practice in FY2017, that allowed schools to “buy back” positions at the median salary by position price, $80,999. This means 
that all staff members in the licensed personnel class cost the same amount. The FY2017 salary schedule for licensed staff, 
published in the CABR, indicates that salaries for licensed staff members range from $40,900 to 90,877 – meaning that one 

 
 
 
 
 

Figure 2 illustrates a linear 
relationship between the CABR’s 
staff allocation model and the total 

calculated salary costs at the school 
district. This finding is expected 

given the fact that calculated salary 
costs are based on the median 
salary for each type of position. 
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staff member could conceivably receive 222% more annual pay than another. CCSD’s practice had meant that schools that 
hired lower-cost personnel realized no savings, and schools that hired higher-cost personnel were not penalized for a budget 
overage.  

How does the CABR staff allocation model address student characteristics? 

The CABR staff allocation model does not take into account demographics at schools, nor does it take into account student 
characteristics, like FRL or LEP. From a district perspective of the 318 sample schools, 73.66% of students are minorities, 52.45% of 

Figure 3 illustrates the differences 
between the budgeted number of 

licensed staff positions (i.e., 
positions with a teaching license) 

and the actual salary costs at these 
schools. This graph shows that there 
can be significant differences in total 
actual salary costs between schools 
with an identical number of licensed 

staff.  
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students are only FRL, 1.15% of students are only LEP, and 17.14% of students are both FRL & LEP. In summary, an estimated 
70.74% of students at the 318 sample schools are FRL, LEP, or both FRL & LEP. These student characteristics are disparately 
dispersed from the perspective of performance zones (2016-17 Performance Zones), zip codes of schools (the 318 schools are 
located in 62 zip codes across Clark County), and school-to-school bases. Figures 4-8 illustrate how pupil characteristics are 
distributed across the district.   
 

 
Figure 4 shows that CCSD schools are more concentrated in the urban core. 
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Figure 5 shows the zip codes where families reside in Clark County.  
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Figure 6 shows that median family income is lower in the urban core. Integrating Figure 4 with Figure 6, the evaluators find that CCSD has a 

higher concentration of schools in these lower income areas.    
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Figure 7 shows that pupils who qualify for free and reduced priced lunch (FRL) and pupils who have limited English proficiency (LEP) reside 
everywhere, but higher concentrations exist in the urban core and in rural areas. 
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From a district-wide and median salary model perspective, the CABR approaches equitable staff allocation by way of the “law of 
averages”3. However, from regional (performance zone or zip code), school-to-school, and student-to-student perspectives, the 
CABR as designed is fundamentally inequitable. This is apparent when comparing the median (calculated strategic budget) and 
average (actual costs strategic budget) salaries, $80,999 and $74,926.97 respectively for licensed teachers; the average 
median and actual average salaries for administrators, $102,358.50 and $114,230.42 respectively; and the median and 
average salaries of budgeted support staff, $33,575.35 and $27,663.85 respectively.  
 
From a school-to-school comparative perspective of two-similar schools in terms of size, grade levels, and status (not Magnet, 
Select, CTE or 1-star/2-star elementary), but different student demographics, the equity issue is observable.  The percentage 
difference between total calculated cost of licensed staff in the CABR model and the total actual cost for Licensed Staff was  
-7.29%. The average school-based percentage change was -8.31% with a range of -63.90% to 13.37%. A sampling of 
comparable schools is included in Figures 9, 10, and 11.  
 
 

                                                
3 From a statistical perspective, the current CABR approach to equitable staff allocation is based on the Law of Large Numbers, specifically the 
Weak Law of Large Numbers. In the case of the CCSD allocation model for licensed staff, the median salary is applied as the expected average 
outcome of licensed staff salaries. The Law of Averages applies to the CABR approach as well in that the expected average outcome as defined 
by the Weak Law of Large Numbers is expected to occur at smaller sample levels as well. For example: The expected outcome of average salary 
at a small school (less than 10 licensed staff) should have average salary that mirrors the district-wide average salary, such that the small sample 
size of 10 does not change the outcome from large population of 12,000.  
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Figure 9 demonstrates just how much the actual expenditures at similarly sized elementary schools can fall below the calculated budget 
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Figure 10’s sampling of similar-sized middle schools shows how budgets and expenditures can diverge under the CABR model.  

 

 
Figure 11’s sampling of similar-sized high schools shows how budgets and expenditures can diverge under the CABR model
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Conclusions from this section 
 
CCSD’s current local school precinct budget allocation model is fundamentally inequitable. The practice of requiring schools to 
purchase staff at an average salary unit price creates great inequities between schools.  
 

• CCSD’s current practice provides additional funding for certain school characteristics (rural schools, magnet schools, 1-
and-2-star elementary schools) while providing no additional funding others (poverty, LEP) 

• CCSD’s current practice results in the under budgeting of elementary schools relative to middle schools and high 
schools.  

 
CABR staffing allocation model results in inequity because it is designed from a district-level perspective through a “law of 
averages” approach that is incapable of accounting for diversity at the regional (performance zone and zip code) and school 
levels and as a result inherently leads to disparity in funding.  
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How Equitable are the Actual Expenditures for Instruction at 
Local School Precincts?  
 
While the goal of this question is to answer the question of instructional spending equity, there is not sufficient reliable data 
from the Strategic Budget and Expenditures data to conduct the analysis based only on instructional salaries. To that end, the 
evaluators have incorporated the Strategic Budget data elements to include licensed staff and administrators, while calculating 
the percentage of budgeted dollars for support staff to adjust expenditure data accordingly. The presented analysis is based on 
the Calculated Strategic Budget salaries for Licensed Staff and Administrators, as this is the current budgeting method used by 
CCSD. The goal of this exercise and methodological approach is to assess equity only based on CABR-based position criteria 
related to student enrollment and various student-to-teacher ratios, which are applied to funding decisions for licensed staff and 
administrators. Using the data as detailed above, the evaluators present the following data displays at the Elementary, Middle, 
and High School levels with specific notation to school status (Magnet, Prime 6, Star 1 or 2, CTE, Select, or some combination 
thereof) wherever appropriate: 
 

• The top 10 and bottom 10 actual per-pupil expenditures on instruction 
• The top 10 and bottom 10 schools in terms of their percentage of FRLs and their actual per-pupil expenditures on 

instruction 
• A scatter plot of the percentage of FRL vs. actual per-pupil expenditures on instruction 
• The top 10 and bottom 10 schools in terms of their percentage of LEPs and their actual per-pupil expenditures on 

instruction 
• A scatter plot of the percentage of LEP vs. actual per-pupil expenditures on instruction 
• The top 10 and bottom 10 schools in terms of their percentage of Distinct FRLs & LEPs (as defined by being either FRL, 

LEP, or both FRL & LEP) and their actual per-pupil expenditures on instruction 
• A scatter plot of the percentage of Distinct FRL & LEP vs. actual per pupil expenditures on instruction.  
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Each of these items is included in Figures 12-32. These figures are very revealing as to equity within the district and where 
money is actually spent.  

Elementary Schools 
 

 
Figure 12 reveals that the highest per-pupil expenditure elementary schools are either small rural schools or small Prime 6 schools. Schools with 
the lowest actual per-pupil expenditures are all larger than the average of 678 students (Mean population is 839; median is 844 – meaning these 
schools are, on average, 25% larger than the average ES [range: 3% - 50%]). Half have greater than 70% FRL populations, and three have FRL 
populations below 50% FRL. The schools with the lowest actual per-pupil expenditures are all within the urban/suburban metro area: three are in 
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the suburban southwest, two are in North Las Vegas, two are in east Las Vegas, and one each are in Spring Valley, northwest Las Vegas, and 
Henderson. Please note, all of the per pupil costs displayed are average cost per pupil, not median. 

 
 
 

 
Figure 13 reveals that the highest per-pupil expenditures and the highest percentage of FRL students are, again, either small rural schools or 

Prime 6 schools. Spending for schools with the lowest FRL populations (excluding Lundy ES, 257.13% above the district median) hovers 
between 11% to 18% above the district median. All low FRL population elementary schools are either in Henderson or Summerlin, with the 
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exception of Lundy ES, a very small rural school on Mt. Charleston. All of these schools, with the exception of Lundy ES, are very large (average 
size is 873, 29% above the mean size for elementary schools).    

 

 
Figure 14 shows that many elementary schools fall under the median for expenditures, and more schools tend to fall under the median as they 

approach 100% FRL. Generally speaking the trend line decreases in terms of per pupil funding as the percentage of FRL increases. This indicates 
inequity. Small and rural schools were removed from this analysis (Lundy ES, Goodsprings ES, Reid ES, Blue Diamond ES, Indian Springs ES, 

Sandy Valley ES, and Perkins Ute ES). 
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Figure 15 shows average per-pupil spending at schools with the highest and lowest LEP populations. Spending at schools with the highest LEP 
populations hovers between 23% below to 29% above the district median. Schools that have the highest LEP populations vary in size and are all 
located either in the Central/urban core, East Las Vegas, or North Las Vegas. Spending at schools with the lowest LEP populations (excluding 

Lundy ES, 257.13% above the district median and Blue Diamond ES, 87.25% above the district median) hovers between 9% below to 18% above 
the district median. Schools with the lowest LEP populations either are rural, in Henderson, or in Northwest Las Vegas. Suburban schools with low 

LEP populations are, on average, 10% larger than the mean enrollment for elementary schools.  
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Figure 16 shows a clear trend. In elementary schools, as LEP populations go up, per-pupil expenditures on instruction go down. Rural and 
small schools (Lundy ES, Goodsprings ES, Reid ES, Blue Diamond ES, Indian Springs ES, Sandy Valley ES, and Perkins Ute ES) were removed 

from this analysis   
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Figure 17 is very similar to Figure 13 because nearly 90% of the LEP population also qualifies as FRL.  
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Figure 18 is very similar to Figure 14 because nearly 90% of the LEP population also qualifies as FRL. Rural and small schools (Lundy ES, 
Goodsprings ES, Reid ES, Blue Diamond ES, Indian Springs ES, Sandy Valley ES, and Perkins Ute ES) were removed from this analysis 
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Middle Schools 
 

 
Figure 19 shows actual per-pupil expenditures for middle schools. The top-10 middle schools for per-pupil expenditures are either rural or magnet, 

with the exception of Brinley, which is a Zoom school, and Woodbury, which has no special program but is about 20% smaller than the average 
middle school. Excluding the four rural schools (Indian Springs MS, Lyon MS, Garrett JHS, and Hughes MS), spending at middle schools with the 

highest per-pupil expenditures hover 15% to 33% above the district median. Bottom-10 middle schools for per-pupil costs are all in East Las 
Vegas, North Las Vegas, or Central Las Vegas, with the exception of Canarelli MS, which is in southwest suburban Clark County. Spending at 

middle schools with the lowest per-pupil expenditures hover 4% to 9% below the district median. 
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Figure 20 shows the middle schools with the highest and lowest FRL populations correlated to the actual per-pupil expenditures for those schools. 

The top-10 middle schools for FRL populations are located in East Las Vegas, North Las Vegas, or Central Las Vegas, with the exception of 
Indian Springs MS, which is rural. Spending at middle schools with the highest FRL populations hover 9% below to 23% above the district median. 

Bottom-10 middle schools for FRL populations are all in the suburbs, with the exception of Lyon Middle School and Garrett Junior High School 
which are in rural areas. Spending at middle schools with the lowest FRL populations hover 1% below to 10% above the district median (excluding 

Lyon MS and Garrett JHS, which are outliers). 
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Figure 21 shows that as FRL populations go up in middle schools, actual expenditures tend to go down. Rural schools (Indian Springs MS, 

Lyon MS, and Garrett JHS) were removed from this analysis.  
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Figure 22 shows the middle schools with the highest and lowest LEP populations correlated to the actual per-pupil expenditures for those schools. 

The top-10 middle schools for ELL populations are all one or two star and are all located in the urban core, spending at middle schools with the 
highest LEP populations by percentage hover 9% below to 7% above the district median. Bottom-10 middle schools for LEP populations by 

percentage are all in the suburbs or rural areas. Spending at middle schools with the lowest LEP populations hover 0.1% to 10% above the district 
median (excluding Lyon, Garrett, and Indian Springs which are smaller rural outliers). 
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Figure 23 shows that as LEP populations go up in middle schools, actual expenditures tend to go down. Rural schools (Indian Springs MS, 

Lyon MS, and Garrett JHS) were removed from this analysis.  
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Figure 24 is very similar to Figure 20 because nearly 90% of the LEP population also qualifies as FRL.  
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Figure 17 is very similar to Figure 13 because nearly 90% of the LEP population also qualifies as FRL. Rural schools (Indian Springs MS, Lyon 

MS, and Garrett JHS) were removed from this analysis. 
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High Schools 
 

 
Figure 26 shows actual per-pupil expenditures for high schools. The top-10 high schools for per-pupil expenditures are either rural or magnet/CTE, 

with the exception of Global Community High School, which has a special program for recently arrived foreign-born students and provides 
intensive ELL instruction. Excluding the five rural schools (Indian Springs HS, Sandy Valley MSHS, Moapa Valley HS, Laughlin JSHS, and 

Boulder City HS) and Global Community (203.32% above district median), spending at high schools with the highest per-pupil expenditures hover 
around 38% to 60% above the district median. Bottom-10 high schools for per-pupil costs tend to be in areas of higher poverty, with the exception 
of Coronado HS and Legacy HS, which are in more affluent areas. Spending at high schools with the lowest per-pupil expenditures hover around 

3% to 11% below the district media. 
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Figure 27 shows the high schools with the highest and lowest FRL populations correlated to the actual per-pupil expenditures for those schools. 

The top-10 high schools for FRL populations run the gamut from a location perspective. Spending at high schools with the highest FRL 
populations (excluding Indian Springs HS, 456.83% above, Sandy Valley MSHS, 231.89% above, and Global Community, 203.32% above) hover 
around 10% below and 11% above the district median. Bottom-10 high schools for FRL populations are magnet/CTE schools or suburban, with 

the exception of Moapa Valley High School which is in a rural area. Spending at high schools with the lowest FRL populations (excluding Boulder 
City HS, 63.2% above, and Moapa Valley HS, 91.06% above) hover around 4% below and 39% above the district median. 
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Figure 28 indicates the same trend seen in Elementary and Middle Schools, as the percentage of FRL students increases, the per pupil 
expenditures for licensed and administration decreases. Small and rural high schools (Indian Springs HS, Sandy Valley MSHS, Global 

Community, Laughlin JSHS, Moapa Valley HS, Boulder City HS, and Virgin Valley HS) were removed from this analysis.  
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Figure 29 shows the high schools with the highest and lowest LEP populations correlated to the actual per-pupil expenditures for those schools. 
The top-10 high schools for LEP populations are all one or two star and are all located in the urban core, and many are partial magnet schools, 
with the exception of Global Community High School which is a specialty school. Spending at high schools with the highest LEP populations by 

percentage (excluding Global Community, 203.32% above, and Sandy Valley MSHS, 231.89% above) hovers between 10% below and 28% 
above the district median. Bottom-10 high schools for LEP populations by percentage are CTE schools, in the suburbs, or in rural areas. Spending 

at high schools with the lowest LEP populations (excluding Indian Springs HS, 456.83% above, and Boulder City HS, 63.2% above) hovers 
between 4% below and 60% above the district median. 
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Figure 30 shows the impact of higher percentage of LEP students on per pupil expenditures at the high school level, where the general trend 
indicates decreased funding per pupil at schools with higher percentages of LEP students. Small and rural high schools (Indian Springs 

HS, Sandy Valley MSHS, Global Community, Laughlin JSHS, Moapa Valley HS, Boulder City HS, and Virgin Valley HS) were removed from this 
analysis.  
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Figure 31 is very similar to Figure 27 because nearly 90% of the LEP population also qualifies as FRL. 
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Figure 32 is very similar to Figure 27 because nearly 90% of the LEP population also qualifies as FRL. 
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Conclusions from this section 
 
An analysis of actual expenditures shows a clear inequity in spending between different types of schools: 
 

• For all types of schools, as percentages of FRL and LEP students go up, actual expenditures per-pupil go down. This 
represents a clear inequity in the distribution of these funding sources.  

• Actual expenditures on instruction at elementary schools are the most equitable, but there is a clear negative trend on 
spending as poverty and LEP populations increase.  

o Spending at elementary schools with the highest LEP populations hovers between 23% below to 29% above the 
district median.  

o Spending at elementary schools with the lowest LEP populations (excluding rural schools) hovers between 9% 
below to 18% above the district median. 

• Actual expenditures on instruction at middle schools show a clear trend toward the negative as poverty and LEP 
populations increase.  

o Spending at middle schools with the highest FRL populations hovers between 9% below to 23% above the district 
median. Spending at middle schools with the lowest FRL populations hovers between 1% below to 10% above the 
district median (excluding rural schools).  

o Spending at middle schools with the highest LEP populations by percentage hovers between 9% below to 7% 
above the district median. Spending at middle schools with the lowest LEP populations hover 0.1% to 10% above 
the district median (excluding rural schools). 

• Actual expenditures on instruction at middle schools show a clear trend toward the negative as poverty and LEP 
populations increase.  

o Spending at high schools with the highest FRL populations (excluding rural schools and Global Community High 
School) hover around 10% below and 11% above the district median.  

o Spending at high schools with the lowest FRL populations (excluding rural schools) hovers between 4% below and 
39% above the district median. 

o Spending at high schools with the highest LEP populations by percentage (excluding rural schools and Global 
Community High School) hovers between 10% below and 28% above the district median. Spending at high 
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schools with the lowest LEP populations (excluding rural schools) hovers between 4% below and 60% above the 
district median. 

• Inequity in LEP populations is exacerbated by magnet and CTE programs, as these programs are more expensive and 
generally do not serve high populations of LEP students  

 
These findings would appear to support the notion that the District’s budget and expenditure practices at the school level drive 
inequity. As the next sections will show, the main driver in this inequity is the maldistribution of higher salaried more 
experienced personnel between schools with higher or lower FRL and LEP populations.  
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How do Instructional Staff Vacancies Factor into Actual 
Expenditures on Instructional Staff at Schools, and how do 
Schools make up for Instructional Staff Vacancies? 
 
To address this question, the evaluators coordinated with CCSD to identify the variable definitions for “NULL” values in the 
Strategic Budget for Staffing, Additional Staffing allocations in the Strategic Budget for Additional Staffing, and Vacancies as 
reported in the Human Resources Vacancy report.  
 
From a summary perspective, there were 1,570 “NULL” values in the Strategic Budget for Staffing, 1,609-line items (not 
necessarily assigned to individuals) in the Strategic Budget for Additional Staffing, and 369 Vacancies of which 351 were 
Classroom and 18 were Non-Classroom. From conversations with CCSD, these three reported values are not correlated or 
interchangeable. The “NULL” values were described as positions that will be filled by current CCSD employees, who at the time 
of the Strategic Budget had yet to be assigned to a specific school location. The Strategic Budget Additional Staffing line items 
were explained as school-derived needs for additional staffing throughout the school year to include extra duty costs for 
administration, licensed, and support staff; substitute expenses; and prep buy outs. The vacancies were described as “new” or 
currently unaccounted for positions within available CCSD employees. As explained by CCSD, these variables are seen as 
separate needs and not interchangeable. From this description, the Strategic Budget does not currently incorporate vacancies 
and therefore does not adequately estimate costs at full employment levels.  
 
The consequence of this practice was described in previous sections of this report 
 
The difference between the calculated strategic budget (i.e., a fully staffed strategic budget) and actual strategic budget data is 
nearly $85.8M with a known difference of 1,570 positions.  

• If calculated strategic budget average median salaries for licensed teachers ($80,804.49), support staff ($33,575.35), 
and administrators ($102,358.50) is applied to these 1,570 “NULL” values the difference between the calculated 
strategic budget (less 1570 staff) and calculated fully staffed calculated strategic budget (using actual data for named 
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teachers and average medians for “NULL” values) is an estimated -$16.75M. This indicates a potential issue with 
budgeting using median salary by position type with a shortage of nearly $16.75M in the strategic budget calculation at 
fully staffed level. 

• If in lieu of the strategic budget position type (licensed teachers, administrators, and support, staff) median salary by 
position type, the evaluators apply the average actual salary for each position type ($74,926.97 for licensed teachers, 
$27,663.85 for support staff, and $114,230.42 for administrators), the difference between calculated strategic budget 
(less 1570 staff) and calculated fully staffed actual strategic budget (using actual data for named people and average 
actual salaries for “NULL” values) is an estimated -$8.3M. This further indicates the potential issue with budgeting using 
median salary by position type of with a shortage of nearly $8.3M in the strategic budget calculation at fully staffed level 
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How does length of service factor into actual expenditures 
on instructional staff at schools?  
 
For this assessment, length of service was calculated from the Strategic Budget Staffing dataset using the seniority date and 
the end of State Fiscal Year 2017 (June 30, 2017) to determine a seniority measure in years of experience. The methodology of 
CCSD to assign seniority dates to incoming staff with experience in other districts was not provided as part of this assessment, 
so the length of service data and discussion thereof does not explain or incorporate potential differences in actual years of 
experience. With more clearly articulated data procedures from CCSD or defined methodological approaches related to the 
seniority field, a more robust model of length of service could be developed. As in the previous assessment of funding equity, 
the evaluators have applied the Strategic Budget data (excluding support staff) and adjusted the expenditures to account for 
the removed support staff budget data on the percentage of Total Strategic Budget and expenditures accounted for by support 
staff salaries as shown in Figures 33 and 34 (beginning on the next page).  
 
Considering the limitations and stated caveats of the length of service data, there was still a noted relationship between length 
of service (as defined in this study) and higher actual costs from a strategic budget perspective at the individual and school 
levels. Similarly, this same relationship was observed at the school level from an instructional expenditures perspective as 
shown in the scatter plots displayed on subsequent pages as outlined below: 

- ES length of service by total strategic budget & expenditures (Figures 35 and 36) 
- MS length of service by total strategic budget & expenditures (Figures 37 and 38) 
- HS length of service by total strategic budget & expenditures (Figures 39 and 40) 

 
The figures included in the next pages begin to reveal how experience is distributed across the school district and its relation to 
expenditures at schools.   
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Figure 33 shows that staff member experience increases as the total amount of the strategic budget decreases. Put another way, schools with 

more experienced staff tend to have smaller budgets – which is interesting given that CCSD pays its more experienced personnel at a greater rate 
than its less experienced personnel.   
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Figure 34 shows that staff member experience increases as the total amount of the strategic budget spent on salaries increases – not an 

unexpected finding given CCSD’s salary schedule.  
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Figure 35 shows that the costs associated with experience are relatively well distributed across Strategic Budgets in elementary schools.  
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The trend line in Figure 36 would seem to indicate that most elementary schools look about the same as far as experience goes, so the 

experience of teachers doesn’t have an observable impact on the salary expenditures. However, when comparing this graph to Figure 35, the 
evaluators see that elementary schools spend, on average, about $500,000 less on staffing than the CABR model would predict. This may be due 
to an increased number of vacancies at the elementary school level and the fact that elementary school teachers are, on average, 0.25 years less 

experienced than the average for the district.  
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Figure 37 shows that experience is widely distributed among middle schools, and that middle school personnel have about 0.9 years more 

experience than the average. More expensive middle schools also tend to cost more than others in part because school staff has more 
experience, and in turn, higher salaries.  Middle schools with more experienced teachers and administrators appear to have been budgeted more 
funding on average. This may be due to the fact that there are more administrators in middle schools – which have a higher level of experience 

than licensed staff and support staff.  
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Figure 38, when compared to Figure 37, shows that middle schools spend about $750,000 more, on average, than they are budgeted. This 

phenomenon may be driven by the fact that the level of experience in middle schools is 0.9 years greater than the average. Middle schools also 
have more administrators, which are under budgeted in the CABR model.   
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Figure 39 shows that high schools are the most diverse set of schools in terms of funding and experience.  
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Figure 40 shows that, similar to Middle Schools, the salary expenditures align fairly well with the strategic budget in terms of years of experience 

but that the total budget for salaries is far less than the actual expenditures at high schools, about $1M on average. 
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The previous six figures showed some interesting trends in expenditures related to staff member length of service.  
 

• Elementary schools have staff that is 0.25 years less experience than the district average.  Elementary schools also 
spend $500,000 less, on average, than they are budgeted through the CABR model. While staff experience may partially 
explain the delta between the CABR calculated budget and actual expenditures, it is likely not significant enough to 
explain the entire difference.  

• Middle schools have staff that, on average, is 0.9 years more experienced than the mean. The CABR model appears to 
follow the trend of staff experience: more experienced middle schools tend to have larger budgets than less experienced 
middle schools; but the CABR model also significantly underestimates the costs of salaries at middle schools. Middle 
schools spend about $750,000 more, on average, than they are budgeted through the CABR model. This may be due to 
the fact that there are more administrators in middle schools – which have a higher level of experience than licensed 
staff and support staff and are budgeted at a median significantly below the actual average cost of their employment.   

• High schools are the most diverse set of schools in terms of staff experience level; though, on average, high school 
personnel have a level of experience that hues closely to the district-wide mean.  Similar to middle schools, the CABR 
model appears to follow the trend of staff experience: high schools with more experienced staff tend to have larger 
budgets than less experienced middle schools; but the CABR model also significantly underestimates the costs of 
salaries at high schools. High schools spend about $1M more, on average, than they are budgeted through the CABR 
model. 

 
Taken together, the previous figures show that the CABR model does not estimate the costs associated with experience level 
well.  When assessed in relation to the percentage of FRL students and the percentage of LEP students at the school level, the 
evaluators find observable differences between schools’ collective length of service displayed on scatter plots at the district-
wide (318 schools), Elementary School (216 schools), Middle School (56 schools), and High School (46 schools) as outlined 
below:  

- Length of service by percentage of FRL (Figures 41 – 44) 
- Length of service by % LEP (Figures 45 – 48) 
- Length of service by % Distinct FRL/LEP (Figures 49 – 52) 
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Figure 41 shows, in stark terms, the negative trend between average length of service of school personnel and poverty, as 
expressed by the percentage of FRL students at the school site. Simply put, as a school gets poorer, its staff become less 

experienced.  
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Figure 42 shows the trend of experience across elementary schools in relation to the percentage of FRL students at those schools. 
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Figure 43 shows the trend of experience across middle schools in relation to the percentage of FRL students at those schools. 
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Figure 44 shows the trend of experience across high schools in relation to the percentage of FRL students at those schools. 
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Length of Service by % LEP 

 
Figure 45 shows the trend of experience across all schools in relation to the percentage of LEP students at those schools. 
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Figure 46 shows the trend of experience across elementary schools in relation to the percentage of LEP students at those schools. 
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Figure 47 shows the trend of experience across middle schools in relation to the percentage of LEP students at those schools. 
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Figure 47 shows the trend of experience across high schools in relation to the percentage of LEP students at those schools. 
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Similar to figure 41, Figure 49 shows the trend of experience across all schools in relation to the percentage of FRL and LEP students combined. 

These graphs are similar because about 90% of LEP students are also identified as FRL. 
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Similar to figure 42, Figure 50 shows the trend of experience across elementary schools in relation to the percentage of FRL and LEP students 

combined. These graphs are similar because about 90% of LEP students are also identified as FRL. 
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Similar to Figure 43, Figure 51 shows the trend of experience across middle schools in relation to the percentage of FRL and LEP students 

combined. These graphs are similar because about 90% of LEP students are also identified as FRL. 
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Similar to Figure 44, Figure 52 shows the trend of experience across middle schools in relation to the percentage of FRL and LEP students 

combined. These graphs are similar because about 90% of LEP students are also identified as FRL. 
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Conclusions from this section 

 

This assessment yielded one clear result, applicable to all school levels.    
 

- As the percentage of FRL and LEP increases in schools, the average experience level of staff members decreases 
markedly.  
 

From an equity and budgeting perspective, this result should be very concerning to CCSD and state policy makers. CCSD 
employees, like all public employees, receive boosts in compensation based, partially, on the longevity of their service with the 
district. Data provided for this assessment did not include an accounting of the negotiated salary levels for which CCSD staff 
qualified, but based on the available data, the evaluators can reasonably infer that schools with high percentages of FRL and 
LEP students have lower paid staff. Because costs associated with staff make up nearly 90% of all expenditures in the school 
district, it is clear that inequity – at least in dollars – exists between CCSD schools.  
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How would instructional staffing allocation look if the same 
amount of money was taken for instructional staffing and: 
• Distributed it on a 1-to-1 per pupil basis 
• Distributed it on a weighted per pupil basis where LEPs 

and FRLs received a maximum 1.5 weight?  
 
To do this, the evaluators utilized the total Salary Expenditures for Licensed and Administration Staff, since this is a 
retrospective analysis.4 The total Salary Expenditures for Licensed and Administration Staff is $1,613,912,426.84 for 2016-
2017 as defined and presented throughout this assessment. The average per-pupil cost for these salaries defined by K-12 
students among the 318 schools is $3,714.36, which was deployed as part of the 1-to-1 per-pupil funding model for the 
313,355 students.5 The results of that analysis are presented below.  
 
Following that analysis, the evaluators constructed a distribution model that accounts and adjusts for FRL and LEP students at a 
maximum of 1.5 weighting. This analysis was conducted by calculating a distinct percentage of students per grade level per 
school who are FRL only, LEP only, and both FRL & LEP. Combined, these categories formed the Distinct FRL/LEP percentage. 
The total Salary Expenditures of $1,613,912,426.84 were divided by the weighted total student population that combines non-

                                                
4 If the evaluators were to conduct this assessment from a budgeting perspective without the Salary Expenditures, the evaluators would propose 
using either the previous year Salary Expenditures with adjustments for various estimated changes such as inflation, revenue, or other related 
year-to-year changes. 
5 To conduct this assessment, the purely average per pupil cost was calculated based on total expenditures and all 313,355 students. Any grade 
level or specialized school funding for class size or ratios were incorporated into each school as needed based on current CABR modeling. This 
model basically says all students are equal from a one-to-one perspective based on total available salary.  
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FRL/LEP students and weighted Distinct FRL/LEP students for a total of 424,731 weighted students to calculate the weighted 
average salary cost per-pupil of $2,740.35.6  
 
The modeling for both the 1-to-1 per-pupil and equity weighted (FRL/LEP) per-pupil models were calculated using the CABR 
student-to-teacher ratios as presented previously in this report. These models only provide a change in budgeting strategy from 
the median or average median salary perspective to a student-centric methodological approach to funding CCSD schools. It 
should be noted that §19.1 of A.B. 469 requires the district to transition to a per-pupil funding model based upon a weighted 
funding formula. As of the writing of this paper, CCSD has not transitioned to such a model.  
 
Both presentations of results focus on changes to funding based on proposed model compared to current funding model as 
discussed throughout this report. The data findings presented below from the 1-to-1 per-pupil and weighted (FRL/LEP) per-pupil 
funding models include: 

• Top 10 winners and losers on this model (All 318 schools, Elementary Schools, Middle Schools, and High Schools) 
• Overlaid scatter plot of current instructional staff expenditures and expected 1-to-1 per pupil instructional staff 

expenditures (with trend lines between the points) (All 318 schools, Elementary Schools, Middle Schools, and High 
Schools). 

The results of this assessment are included in the figures in the next few pages.  
  

                                                
6 To arrive at this model, all students were allotted an equal per pupil cost of $2,740.35 per pupil, the evaluators accounted for the weighted 
students as additional portions of students. This gives the evaluators a similar starting point as the previous model where students are allotted 
funding based not only on the 2016-17 CABR grade level and specialized school ratios but also the existence of FRL/LEP.  
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Distributed on a 1-to-1 Per Pupil Basis  
 

 
Figure 56 shows the biggest winners and losers if a 1-to-1 per-pupil expenditure model is employed at the school district. A variety of different 
schools experience large swings to the positive, while rural and magnet schools are the biggest losers. A shift of funding to this magnitude 
would likely not allow some of these schools to function in the way that they currently do if CCSD disallows its current practice of 

letting schools routinely exceed their allocated budgets. 
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Figure 57 shows the biggest winners and losers if a 1-to-1 per-pupil expenditure model is employed at elementary schools. A variety of different 

schools experience large swings to the positive, while magnet and Prime 6 schools experience large losses. A shift of funding to this 
magnitude would likely not allow some of these schools to function in the way that they currently do if CCSD disallows its current 

practice of letting schools routinely exceed their allocated budgets. 
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Figure 58 shows the biggest winners and losers if a 1-to-1 per-pupil expenditure model is employed at middle schools. High poverty schools 
experience moderate swings to the positive, while magnet and rural schools experience large losses. A shift of funding to this magnitude 
would likely not allow some of these schools to function in the way that they currently do if CCSD disallows its current practice of 

letting schools routinely exceed their allocated budgets. 
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Figure 59 shows the biggest winners and losers if a 1-to-1 per-pupil expenditure model is employed at high schools. Large and high poverty 

schools experience moderate swings to the positive, while magnet and rural schools experience large losses. A shift of funding to this 
magnitude would likely not allow some of these schools to function in the way that they currently do if CCSD disallows its current 

practice of letting schools routinely exceed their allocated budgets. 
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Figure 60 shows the linear per-pupil model in comparison to the calculated CABR model. Many schools would receive more or less budget than 
they currently do, but the line of best fit between the two models changes only slightly. It should be noted that, currently, many schools 

significantly exceed their budget authority and would experience larger consequences if this model was paired with a change in policy 
that disallowed schools from exceeding their budget. 
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Figure 61 shows the linear per-pupil model in comparison to the calculated CABR model at elementary schools. Elementary schools would 

experience the biggest positive swing from the adoption of this model, though many would experience budget cuts. It should be noted that, 
currently, many schools significantly exceed their budget authority and would experience larger consequences if this model was paired 

with a change in policy that disallowed schools from exceeding their budget. 
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Figure 62 shows the linear per-pupil model in comparison to the calculated CABR model at middle schools. More than half of all middle schools 

would experience significant budget cuts while the rest would experience small budget increases. It should be noted that, currently, many 
schools significantly exceed their budget authority and would experience larger consequences if this model was paired with a change 

in policy that disallowed schools from exceeding their budget. 
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Figure 63 shows the linear per-pupil model in comparison to the calculated CABR model at high schools. Most high schools would experience 

significant budget cuts while the rest would experience smaller budget increases. It should be noted that, currently, many schools 
significantly exceed their budget authority and would experience larger consequences if this model was paired with a change in policy 

that disallowed schools from exceeding their budget. 
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Distributed funds on a weighted per pupil basis where LEPs and FRLs received a maximum 1.5 weight 
 

 
Figure 64 shows the weighted per-pupil model in comparison to the calculated CABR model at all schools. As expected, this model directs 

significantly more resources to high poverty schools at the expense of magnet and affluent schools. A shift of funding to this magnitude would 
likely not allow some of these schools to function in the way that they currently do if CCSD disallows its current practice of letting 

schools routinely exceed their allocated budgets. 
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Figure 65 shows the weighted per-pupil model in comparison to the calculated CABR model at elementary schools. As expected, this model 

directs significantly more resources to high poverty schools at the expense of magnet, Prime 6, and affluent schools. A shift of funding to this 
magnitude would likely not allow some of these schools to function in the way that they currently do if CCSD disallows its current 

practice of letting schools routinely exceed their allocated budgets. 
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Figure 66 shows the weighted per-pupil model in comparison to the calculated CABR model at middle schools. As expected, this model directs 

significantly more resources to high poverty schools at the expense of magnet, affluent, and rural schools. A shift of funding to this magnitude 
would likely not allow some of these schools to function in the way that they currently do if CCSD disallows its current practice of 

letting schools routinely exceed their allocated budgets. 
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Figure 67 shows the weighted per-pupil model in comparison to the calculated CABR model at high schools. As expected, this model directs 

significantly more resources to high poverty schools at the expense of magnet, affluent, and rural schools. A shift of funding to this magnitude 
would likely not allow some of these schools to function in the way that they currently do if CCSD disallows its current practice of 

letting schools routinely exceed their allocated budgets. 
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Figure 68 overlays the current CABR model with the weighted funding model. It should be noted that, currently, many schools significantly 

exceed their budget authority and would experience larger consequences if this model was paired with a change in policy that 
disallowed schools from exceeding their budget. Using the weighted model, many schools would experience budget increases while some 

would experience large budget cuts. These cuts are the most pronounced at the small elementary school and large high school level.  
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Figure 69 shows that elementary schools would be the biggest beneficiaries of the weighted funding model. A few elementary schools would see 

big decreases in budgets, but most would experience moderate to large increases.  
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Figure 68 overlays the current CABR model with the weighted funding model for middle schools. It should be noted that, currently, many 

middle schools significantly exceed their budget authority and would experience larger consequences if this model was paired with a 
change in policy that disallowed schools from exceeding their budget. Using the weighted model, many schools would experience budget 

increases while some would experience large budget cuts.  
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Figure 68 overlays the current CABR model with the weighted funding model for high schools. It should be noted that, currently, many middle 
schools significantly exceed their budget authority and would experience larger consequences if this model was paired with a change 
in policy that disallowed schools from exceeding their budget. Using the weighted model, some schools would experience budget increases 

while many would experience large budget cuts. 
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Conclusions from this section 

 

This portion of the assessment yielded some notable results: 
 

• §19 of A.B. 469 require the district to transition to a weighted per-pupil model of resource allocation. The simple 
transition to a per-pupil model or a weighted per-pupil model using existing resources would be very disruptive to many 
schools – but it would result in greater equity.  

o Many schools would realize substantial gains in budget under a per-pupil model at the expense of rural, Prime 6, 
magnet, and CTE schools 

o Several rural and magnet schools would likely be unable to function if a per-pupil or weighted funding formula 
using existing resources, paired with a policy that disallowed schools from exceeding their budget were instituted 
overnight. 

o The CABR model, implemented the way that CCSD currently implements it, ensures that rural, Prime 6, magnet, 
CTE, and affluent schools get more resources than they would otherwise be entitled under a more equitable 
model.  

• Based on previous sections of this assessment, the evaluators note that many middle and high schools that significantly 
exceed their budget authority and would experience large resource reductions if this model was paired with a change in 
policy that disallowed schools from exceeding their budget.  

• Conversely, many elementary schools significantly that underutilize their budget authority and would experience large 
resource infusions if this model was paired with a change in policy that disallowed schools from exceeding their budget.  
 

All of these conclusions together beg additional questions that would require significantly more study and careful consideration. 
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What are the major conclusions from this assessment?  
 
This assessment sought to answer several questions. The answers to those questions are below.  
 
How has CCSD constructed local school precinct budgets for schools?  
 
CCSD used its CABR allocation model to construct individualized school budgets for 318 schools in FY2017. This method 
employed a measure of average salary units to assist in allocating authorized staff positions to schools. Schools were then 
afforded the opportunity to purchase staff positions at the median salary unit rate.  
 

o CCSD did not allocate actual money to schools in FY2017 – rather it allocated a number of authorized staff positions to 
schools and schools were allowed some flexibility in the number of staff it employed.  

o Actual budgeted staff positions differed significantly from the CABR model, so much so that if the CABR model were 
implemented with fidelity, the school district would experience a significant structural deficit.  

 
How equitable is CCSD’s current local school precinct budget allocation model?  
 
CCSD’s current local school precinct budget allocation model is fundamentally inequitable. The practice of requiring schools to 
purchase staff at an average salary unit price creates great inequities between actual expenditures at schools.  
 

o CCSD’s current practice provides additional funding for certain school characteristics (rural schools, magnet schools, 1-
and-2-star elementary schools) while providing no additional funding others (poverty, limited English proficiency) 

o CCSD’s current practice results in the under budgeting of elementary schools relative to middle schools and high 
schools.  
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CABR staffing allocation model results in inequity because it is designed from a district-level perspective through a “law of 
averages” approach that is incapable of accounting for diversity at the regional (performance zone and zip code) and school 
levels and as a result inherently leads to disparity in funding. 
How equitable are actual local school precinct expenditures on instruction? 
 
An analysis of actual expenditures shows a clear inequity in spending between different types of schools: 
 

o Actual expenditures on instructional staff were weighted toward schools with lower incidences of FRL and LEP students.  
o Actual expenditures on instruction at elementary schools are the most equitable, but there is a clear negative trend on 

spending as poverty and LEP populations increase.  
o Actual expenditures on instruction at middle schools and high schools show a clear trend toward the negative as poverty 

and LEP populations increase.  
o Inequity in LEP populations is exacerbated by magnet and CTE programs, as these programs are more expensive and 

generally do not serve high populations of LEP students  
 
These findings would appear to support the notion that the District’s budget and expenditure practices at the school level drive 
inequity. As the next sections will show, the main driver in this inequity is the maldistribution of higher salaried more 
experienced personnel between schools with higher or lower FRL and LEP populations.  
 
How do instructional staff vacancies affect the equity of actual expenditures on instruction at local school 
precincts, and how have local school precincts addressed those vacancies?  
 
CCSD’s practice in FY2017 did not incorporate vacancies and therefore does not adequately estimate costs at full employment 
levels. The difference between the calculated strategic budget (i.e., a fully staffed strategic budget) and actual strategic budget 
data is nearly $85.8M with a known difference of 1,570 positions. Schools addressed these vacancies by spending 
approximately $13.98M in additional staffing at 251 of 318 included schools, in the form of substitutes and prep buyouts.  
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How does instructional staff member length of service affect the equity of actual local school precinct 
expenditures on instruction?  
 
This assessment comes with a caveat: some experienced personnel who held school district jobs outside of CCSD were able to 
come into CCSD at a higher salary level than would be reflected in this data. The prevalence of this phenomenon is unknowable 
from the data provided, but district personnel have advised us that the impact of this phenomenon is small. That being said, the 
following data points were found:  
 

o As the percentage of FRL and LEP increases in schools, the average experience level of staff members decreases 
markedly.  

o Average experience in elementary schools is approximately 1.5 years shorter than average experience in middle schools.  
o Average experience in elementary schools is approximately 0.5 years shorter than average experience in high schools.  
o A sampling of elementary schools of similar sizes revealed that many elementary schools spend far less than they would 

be expected to spend given the CABR allocation 
o A sampling of similarly sized middle schools and high schools revealed that many of these schools spend far more than 

they would be expected to spend given the calculated CABR staff allocation model.  
 
Because CCSD pays staff based partially on their experience, the evaluators can infer that budget disparities are partially 
influenced by the experience level of school staff.  
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How would the equity of instructional staffing allocation change if CCSD: 
o Budgeted available resources to local school precincts on a 1-to-1 per-pupil basis? 
o Budgeted available resources to local school precincts on a weighted per-pupil basis where local school 

precincts would be allocated a maximum of a 1.5 weight for students who have limited English 
proficiency (LEPs) and students who qualify for free or reduced-price lunch (FRLs)? 

 
The simple transition to a per-pupil model or a weighted per-pupil model using existing resources would be very disruptive to 
many schools – but it would result in greater equity between schools.  

o Many schools, especially at the elementary level, would realize substantial gains under a per-pupil model at the expense 
of rural, Prime 6, magnet, and CTE schools. 

o Several rural and magnet schools would likely be unable to function if a per-pupil or weighted funding formula using 
existing resources were instituted overnight. 

o The CABR model, implemented the way that CCSD currently implements it, ensures that rural, Prime 6, magnet, and 
affluent schools get more resources than they would otherwise be entitled under a more linear and equitable model.  

 
Other findings of note 
 
This assessment was a difficult task due to the poor quality of CCSD budget, expenditure, and human resources data. Data 
integration was a major task. Each dataset came from a different system and each of these systems was not designed to 
“speak” to each other. The data received from CCSD was fragmented and coded differently. More formalized and robust data 
infrastructure design parameters, data entry and tracking procedures, and automated reporting processes will improve not only 
data integrity, but also increase data-derived decision-making opportunities. It must also be noted that this analysis was based 
upon only one year of data. A more robust analysis would need 3-5 years of data (which was originally requested) to conduct 
additional analyses to assess these initial conclusions through more statistically sophisticated modeling. The goal of additional 
analyses is to develop more statistically sophisticated models that could yield statistically significant conclusions. Such 
conclusions could then be developed into an equity evaluation model an applied as a baseline for assessing statistically 
significant changes in district-wide, regional (performance zone and zip code), and school funding equity over time.   
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Recommendations 
 
Based upon this assessment and the 18 months of work completed by the consultants and the Department on the school 
district reorganization required by A.B. 469, the following recommendations are made:  
 

1) The Legislative Committee on Education considers a bill draft request to include technical edits to the law. In addition to 
the technical edits there may be more substantive changes proposed by the working group contemplated in 
recommendation #2.  

2) By August 1, 2018 amend the Joint Implementation Plan to include a plan to design, develop, and implement a per-pupil 
funding model that, over time, achieves horizontal and vertical equity within CCSD. The process must include, at a 
minimum, the following: 

a. A Funding Equity Working Group (Group) composed of principals, teachers, and SOT community members to 
advise the district’s development of the funding model. 

i. Principals must represent a majority of the working group. 
ii. Superintendent Jara will select members of the Group. 

b. A clear and transparent fact base, upon which to develop solutions and aid in communication with the broader 
community. 

c. A timeline with benchmarks to measure progress. 
i. Please note: The report makes clear that an immediate move to a per-pupil budgeting model would result 

in positive budgetary outcomes for some schools at the expense of others. Care should be taken in 
transition to a more equitable per-pupil model while preserving the necessary funding at schools to realize 
their academic mission.  

d. Recommendations to implement the per-pupil funding model that include: 
i. The fiscal implications and a transition from “old” to “new”  
ii. Comprehensive talent management and/or incentives 
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3) Data systems and integration. As CCSD moves to a new human capital management system (HCMS), a third party could 
assist and oversee how these data are integrated to ensure the system infrastructure is designed to support cleaner 
data across the strategic budget, teacher vacancy, expenditures independent and collective life-cycles. 
 

4) The State should conduct this assessment on a biannual basis with a report, presentation, and data derived 
recommendations to the Legislature.  
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